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Sprink ler  Head Set t ings -  Koala
The sprinkler head supplied is a fully adjustable sprinkler that will operate in a full circle pattern or
any part of a circle by adjusting the stops at the base of the sprinkler.  Refer to the instructions
below to set sprinkler head to the desired operating pattern.

Step 1)  For full circle operation, the reverse trip lever on the Koala may be flipped up in 
an idle position as shown in the left image labeled sTep 1.  This will allow the reverse trip 
lever to miss the adjustable sprinkler stops allowing the sprinkler head to operate in a full 
circle mode.

Step 2)  IMpORTANT: ReVeRse Vs. FORWARD MODe
If you set the sprinkler head for full circle operation, the reverse lever will either stay to the 
right or left for reverse or forward mode.  Typically when using the sprinkler in full circle 
operation, you will want the sprinkler to be set in forward mode or a clockwise operating 
direction.  For this to occur, you want the reverse lever at the back of the sprinkler to be 
over to the left as shown.  If the lever is set to the right, the sprinkler will be in reverse 
mode.  In reverse mode, the sprinkler will operate rapidly in a counterclockwise direction 
and your distance of throw will be less than it will in forward mode.

Step 1)  For part circle operation, the reverse trip lever on the Koala may be flipped down 
in an engaged position as shown in the left image labeled sTep 1.  This will allow the reverse 
trip lever to engage the adjustable sprinkler stops allowing the sprinkler head to operate in 
a part circle mode.

Step 2)  The adjustable stop clips may be moved around to any position on the sprinkler 
base to facilitate part circle operation.  One stop clip will be the right side stop for the 
reverse trip lever to engage and the other stop clip will be the left side stop for the reverse 
trip lever to engage.  The sprinkler will then operate back and forth between the stop clips 
in the desired pattern set by the adjustable stop clips.

Step 3)  Nozzles supplied:  Your sprinkler head is supplied with a set of nozzles that are 
interchangeable to meet your water source’s capability.  It is shipped with the smallest nozzle 
installed.  If your water system operates the small nozzle adequately then, you may move up 
to a larger nozzle size for increased performance.  The nozzle sizes listed on your supplied 
performance charts have gallons per minute output that tally at various pressures and wetted 
patterns that correspond.  This may be a trial and error exercise to determine which nozzle 
size gives you the best desired performance when matched to your water source’s capability.  
You may feel more comfortable consulting your servicing well dealer for help with your system’s 
capability if desired performance is not being met.

It may also be necessary to purchase a booster pump from our pump section of bigsprinlkler.
com if pressure boosting is needed.  please contact us at 855-805-7901 with any questions 
regarding your Bigsprinkler products.
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LIMITED WARRANTY AND REMEDY:

WARRANTY
Bigsprinkler.com warrants to the original purchaser only of the products described in the 
face hereof as of the date of the original invoice, that the product is merchantable and free 
from defects in material and workmanship.
Warranty shall be provided by the original manufacturer of products sold on Bigsprinkler.
com for the length of time specified by the manufacturer of the given product.

sprinkler stands - 1 year

sprinkler Heads - 1 year

ReMeDY
If Bigsprinkler.com determines that the above warranty was breached with respect to any 
part or component provided by the manufacturer of the product (and if all conditions set 
forth below have been satisfied) then, BigSprinkler.com will (at BigSprinkler.com’s option) 
provide purchaser a refund of the purchase price less the freight costs to or from the 
customer, or provide a replacement product of the same kind.

All remedies provided herein are for goods only, no labor or freight allowance for return 
goods is implied.

This warranty extends only to the original purchaser of products purchased from Bigsprinkler.com.

CONDITIONs TO eNFORCeABILITY AND CLAIMs:
1. product has been maintained and operated within the guidelines outlined in the 
manufacturer’s product guide and maintenance manual.
2. product warranty shall be considered void if any component or function of the equipment 
has been altered in any form other than what has been provided or intended by the original 
product manufacturer.
3. Any return must be submitted on form provided by Bigsprinkler.com in writing immediately 
and in no event longer than 20 days from occurrence. You can reach our sales department 
through the “contact us” form on our website should such an event occur.
4. purchaser must return all goods within 30 days of Bigsprinkler.com’s authorization 
date, that have been determined by Bigsprinkler.com to be defective to the purchaser with 
purchaser being responsible for freight.

LIMITATIONs:
BigSprinkler.com or it’s affiliates shall not be liable for any incidental or consequential 
damages (including but not limited to, damages for injury to the person, property or lost 
turf, crops or profits) by reason of any defect in the products sold or its manufacture, 
design, or function.
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